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Derrick the Deathfin 2023
Derrick the Deathfin is the world’s premiere underwater papercraft game.
It’s a fast-paced arcade action title set in a unique aquatic world made entirely out of paper & cards. In the game, Derrick rampages around the globe munching on paper creatures and destroying everything he sees under the guise of avenging the death of his parents. You can sample his unique fast-paced arcade action stylings, and profuse burping, on PSN right now for the deeply arousing price of €6.99.
After his parents are brutally turned into soup Derrick finds himself all alone in the deep blue sea…
Luckily this gives him a flimsy pretext to destroy everything in his path in an orgy of rigid destruction! Derrick’s quest takes him all around the globe, through 3 types of levels, 4 different continents, 11 vibrant environments, and 32 challenging levels. On the way, Derrick must race against the clock and his own metabolism, collect diamonds, jump through flaming tires in the sky, puzzle his way past manmade obstructions and duel to the death with oversized paper baddies.
Derrick the Deathfin Meets New Online Casino
The partnership with new online casino 2023 will see the introduction of a Derrick the Deathfin-themed slot game, bringing the fast-paced arcade action and the unique aquatic world of paper & cards to the world of online gambling. Players can immerse themselves in the vibrant environments and challenging levels they love while enjoying an exciting, casino-style gaming experience.
As Derrick the Deathfin’s protagonist, Derrick, seeks to avenge the death of his parents, players of the new online casino game will be taken on a thrilling adventure filled with opportunities to win big. By incorporating elements of the original game, such as collecting diamonds and navigating through various obstacles, the 2023 collaboration will offer a fresh and engaging experience for both seasoned casino players and fans of Derrick.
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